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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 313, Sunday September 30, 2012
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Council of Worlds Push
The Zetas reported on March 3, 2012 that the Council of Worlds had gone to war against the cover-up,
planning to use various signs to mankind as one of their primary weapons.
ZetaTalk Statement 3/3/2012: What is likely to shock the world is the drama being contemplated by the
Council of Worlds, in their current battle with the cover-up. This will be something that the establishment
has not guarded against, not even contemplated. This will be a series of signs to mankind that even the
common man has not contemplated.
A week later on March 12, 2012 one such sign emerged when Earth’s magnetic field suddenly reversed,
though this only affected the satellites capturing the field. Since the common man would be unaware of
this, this sign was considered more of a threat, an example of what could be accomplished. In the months
that followed the Earth developed a more severe wobble, with the Sun too far North and the Moon
jumping in the sky. The wobble showed up on the Venus transit and caused Greenland to melt
excessively while Alaska froze. Still, while plans were being laid to admit to the presence of Planet X in
the solar system, the cover-up seemed intractable. The Council of Worlds planned a more obvious sign,
one the establishment would be pressed to explain – signs in the sky.
A new photo by Alberto, dated September 16, 2012, showed what could be expected. The increased
visibility showed up in photos taken by Gordon Gianninoto on September 17, 2012 in New England also,
behind several different filters. Gordon demonstrates that without filters, Planet X is not yet visible. Per the
Zetas, the visibility of Planet X would be increased, daily, until the announcement was made. A video from
the Ukraine, posted on September 21, 2012 and using the technique of blocking the Sun’s glare with a
finger, showed that the Planet X corpus at the 4 o’clock position was highly visible. The photographer also
takes care to move the cam around to differentiate lens flares.
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ZetaTalk Statement 9/16/2012: Alberto's photo shows a very bright object at the 5:00 o'clock position
surrounded by a lovely halo, but the object is clearly visible in the center of that. This is the corpus of
Planet X. Why so large in this photo when normally in Alberto's photos you barely see a dim fuzzball?
You see the tail, you see the Moon Swirls as tubes or as orbs, but you don't see Planet X. Has it come
closer? It is being enhanced by the Council of Worlds' request to appear larger on Earth. It has not
physically come closer to the Earth, but we can of course enhance light rays. This is a snap for benign
aliens. And this enhancement will continue, steadily, until the announcement is made.
Then matters changed! Alberto’s September 21, 2012 photo showed Moon Swirl orbs that are huge! The
individual moons can be seen when looking down the long tubes in Alberto’s photo, and others have also
captured this enhanced visibility also, in Honduras and New Zealand. Note New Zealand is in the
Southern Hemisphere, and thus the objects around the Sun are reversed, but the Moon Swirl patterns are
the same. Per the Zetas, the red dust cloud has been disbursed now so this view can be seen, and the
tubes illuminated and enhanced for better viewing. The moons are not in actuality as large as Venus, nor
are they that close. It is a visibility trick by the Council of Worlds.
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Honduras: Image captured Sept 24 2012 time 7.06.56 CT. Using a web cam in the roof and a floppy disk
inside as a red filter.
New Zealand: Sorry for the poor quality of photo. It was taken using a cell phone camera at around 11:00
am in Hamilton, New Zealand facing roughly north. I used three floppy disk filters to take this picture
ZetaTalk Statement 9/22/2012: Alberto's photos, and others, have shown the corpus of Planet X being
brighter, more illuminated, and the vast tail of Planet X being blown toward the Earth and also greatly
illuminated. Now we have yet another feature, as these objects captures are not lens flares nor are they
ghosts, as each orb has a different aspect. The dust cloud can be seen, disbursed around the Sun, thus
not as visible as formerly when it was clustered in front of the Sun. The disbursed tail allows the Moon
Swirls and the charged dust the moons attract to have more visibility. This has been a deliberate move by
the Council of Worlds, to nudge the pending announcement. Each of these orbs is the view down a Moon
Swirl tube, and in many the individual moons can be seen! If Alberto is getting this, so are others, and the
Internet is abuzz!

False Starts
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Breaking the cover-up, and admitting this had been in place for decades is no small thing, certainly not
done casually. It was considered a National Security issue in the US and under Executive Orders. There
were those who wanted the cover-up in place until the Last Weeks, to protect the elite from demands and
allow the elite freedom to prepare for their own safety at the expense of the common man. There were
those who were responsible for establishing and maintaining the cover-up who feared the rage from the
public. There were false starts, and endless opinions to be considered. The Zetas, who read minds and
know what occurred, report the false starts. Note the correlation with failed weekend attempts to Alberto’s
dramatic photos! Each weekend, another visible phenomena would appear! The Council of Worlds
making good on their promise to escalate signs in the skies until the cover-up broke.
ZetaTalk Statement 9/24/2012: The announcement - composed of a brief overview by Obama explaining
the now overturned National Security directive by Reagan followed by scientific explanations by NASA –
had been pre-taped and ready to go by Friday night September 14, 2012 right after the US markets
closed. But the escalating violence, a dozen attacks on US embassies in a swath from the Netherlands to
Australia, forced a decision to delay until the next weekend. Up until this time the crew planning the
announcement informed the US military, in case riots broke out, and had alerted US banks to have extra
cash on hand, stating only that Obama would be making an announcement .
Heads of State had been told about the presence of Planet X in the solar system in the Fall of 2003, by
Bush, and told to keep their mouths shut. It was only after the embassy rioting delayed the first planned
weekend announcement that the crew re-considered the effect on other countries. After all, rioting might
break out as a result of the announcement. Allies in Europe and Australia did not like the late night Friday
hour. Europe would prefer that they have the day to have the calming voice of their politicians on TV, and
Australia did not want their day to break first so that they would be the first to have to explain to the world,
via their politicians, any concerns that had not been covered by the US announcement. Early Saturday in
the US thus became the slot of choice.
As more people were notified, their concerns tumbled in, and became a crescendo. Each concern
required resolution, whether it be to clarify who was or was not responsible for the cover-up all these
decades, to take time to arrange for extra security on banks or the residences of politicians, or to explain
the immediate dangers to the public. Nancy had recommended to the crew implementing the
announcement that they include the fact that Planet X had been in the inner solar system “for years”, to
mollify immediate panic, and state in some manner that planetary bodies do not just crash into each other,
but enter a “dance” of sorts, binary suns being an example. These recommendations were now accepted
and implemented. Thus the second weekend of September 22-23, 2012 was expended resolving
concerns and re-taping the pre-taped announcement, until it was too late.
Meanwhile the Council of Worlds continued to ramp up the pressure. As the first weekend opportunity
passed, Alberto’s photos from September 15 suddenly showed that the corpus of Planet X itself had
become more visible. Other photographers noted the same. As the second weekend opportunity passed,
Alberto’s photos from September 21 suddenly showed a disbursed red dust cloud with greater visibility of
the Moon Swirls, including the individual moons. Other photographers once again also noted the same in
their image captures. The Council of Worlds had announced they planned to increase the signs in the
skies for mankind until the announcement was made. What awaited the last weekend in September?

Drip-Feed Disclosure
Once Obama had reversed the secret Executive Order mandating a cover-up over the approach of Nibiru,
aka Planet X, and once Heads of State had been notified that he planned to inform the US public by an
emergency broadcast, the cat was out of the bag. In the past, astronomers and scientists, and even
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talking heads on TV, had been threatened, forced into silence. Hundreds were assassinated, as this was
no idle threat. But just after Heads of State were informed about the planned announcement the subject
seemed more out in the open.
9/24 - This morning the Chicago area was bombarded with chemtrails attempting to obscure the Sun. I
counted 11 planes spraying at the same time. I had never seen it that bad. They were in a frenzy.
9/24 - Today I receive a flyer (in Puerto Rico) announcing on October 6 a free seminar on how to save
food that can last up to 5 years, how to prepare a portable toilet, how to filter water and more. It even said
in bold letter that hard times are coming get ready. What is interesting about it is that is going to be held in
a brand new police station in Caguas with the name of the agent with a phone. I call to verify if it was true
and yes is true plus they are bringing a guest speaker. Last week I saw a friend of mine that works in the
main police station saying that the government is going to start telling the churches to start passing
information that a big earthquake is coming and people need to get ready. Also we are going to have an
earthquake emergency alert testing on October the 18 at 10:18 am, then the following week this flyer (that
a friend of mine got at church) hopefully this is related with the Obama message.
NASA to Hunt for Killer Planet that May Destroy Life on Earth
September 24, 2012
http://english.pravda.ru/science/mysteries/24-09-2012/122253-nibiru_earth-0/
The idea of the Nibiru encounter originated with Nancy Lieder, a Wisconsin woman who claims that as a
girl she was contacted by gray extraterrestrials called Zetas, who implanted a communications device in
her brain. In 1995, she founded the website ZetaTalk to disseminate her ideas. Lieder described Planet X
as roughly four times the size of the Earth, and said that its closest approach would occur on May 27,
2003, resulting in the Earth's rotation ceasing for exactly 5.9 terrestrial days. This would be followed by
the Earth's pole destabilising in a pole shift (a physical pole shift, with the Earth's pole physically moving,
rather than a geomagnetic reversal) caused by magnetic attraction between the Earth's core and the
magnetism of the passing planet. This in turn would disrupt the Earth's magnetic core and lead to
subsequent displacement of the Earth's crust. Although Lieder originally referred to the object as "Planet
X", it has become deeply associated with Nibiru, a planet from the works of ancient
astronaut proponent Zecharia Sitchin.
Nibiru, a Mythical Planet that 'Hit the Earth', Again Targeted by Netizens
September 24, 2012
http://actualidad.rt.com/ciencias/view/54378-nibiru-mitico-planeta-chocara-tierra-vuelve-mira-usuarios-internet
A wave of pseudo-scientific articles and comments that predict an upcoming clash of the Earth with the
mythical planet Nibiru-mysterious-Babylonian mythology has 'flooded' Internet in recent days. Several
materials claim that the data are supported by NASA, which the agency itself has never confirmed. In
Babylonian mythology Nibiru meant 'crossing place' or 'place of transition' and represented a celestial
body associated with the god Marduk. In many Mesopotamian texts is identified with the planet Jupiter,
but is also associated with the North Star. The idea of ??Nibiru as "Planet X" was proposed by
archaeologist and author Zecharia Sitchin, who based it on the idea that ancient civilizations would have
obtained their knowledge and hypothetical development through contact with extraterrestrials.

Announcement Concerns
The planned announcement admitting the presence of Planet X nearby is obviously contentious, the Zetas
giving it only a 93% probability. So many reasons to delay! There were those in the cover-up team, old
men who created the cover-up in the first place, who feared retaliation from an enraged public. There
were those fearing the public reaction. There was the looming 2012 election, with worries of an adverse
reaction against President Obama. And of course there was the possibility of tumultuous events
emerging, such as the anti-Islamic video that incited embassy riots across a wide swath of the world. Per
the Zetas, the reaction in the public was most likely to be shock, but the establishment had prepared for
other possibilities.
ZetaTalk Statement 9/16/2012: For decades, the concerns expressed have been that the public will riot,
create bank failures, refuse to attend to their jobs or pay their bills, and pour into the highlands in such
numbers that martial law would be required to protect land owners from invasion. In short, a complete
collapse of civilization. How valid are these concerns? Rioting has traditionally been opportunistic, with
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rioters cleaning out the stores of all goods on any excuse. The antidote here is police and military action,
ultimately martial law. Will such rioting occur due to the pending announcement? We predict there will
rather be a shocked calm.
Runs on banks, where any balance in a checking or savings accounts would be withdrawn, is another
concern. Since banks do not have sufficient cash to accommodate such demands, the bank must either
declare a failure or close its doors, in either case creating an emergency requiring government
intervention. Will such a run on banks occur due to the announcement? To a limited degree, many
citizens will start to carry more cash, fearing bank closure, but when bank failures do not emerge, they will
return to using plastic instead of cash. The argument that the public will refuse to attend to their jobs,
send their kids to school, or pay their bills is absurd. The common man will consider what they have to
lose in such actions, which will outweigh what they have to gain. To what end, becoming homeless and
broke? This will be a fleeting thought of most, and a plan of action for very few.
Likewise packing up and vacating the coastlines or cities for the country is a course of action few will take,
and those who do take this action will reconsider almost immediately and return to their homes. What they
will find is their cash running low, any relatives or friends they have imposed on losing patience, and life
as a homeless person looming on the horizon. The end result will be a shocked public contemplating a
future that has suddenly developed more paths forward than before. The talking heads on TV will
endlessly discuss the possible outcomes. Religions will suddenly find churches and mosques filled.
Serious and responsible households will lay plans. We have predicted that love will have a blooming, but
likewise selfish opportunism will emerge to a shocking degree.

Disclosure Panic
On September 17, 2012 the Veterans Today website reported that Chinese and US ships were facing an
“aggressive and unfriendly” extraterrestrial force in the Pacific. What? Per the Zetas, there was indeed a
rash of UFO activity in the Pacific, but the cover-up crowd has been nervous, on edge over the pending
break in the cover-up over Planet X, and a little defensive that they have been pushing the alien invasion
scenario all these years. The National Geographic channel had been pushed to feature When Aliens
Attack for these same reasons.

UFO War: Chinese and US Navy off San Francisco
September 17, 2012
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/09/17/ufo-war-chinese-and-us-navy-off-san-francisco/
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This last week, reports of Chinese naval vessels off the US coast, Northern Californian in particular, have
been reported but denied. Now an Asian intelligence agency reports that a combined fleet operation
between the US and China has been going on, a full combat operation against what we are told is a
“highly unfriendly extra-terrestrial threat.” The verifications of the fleet operations have been many, there
have been no confirmations from the US side though the ships have been seen by every vessel that
makes it offshore. The true nature of both the threat and the extent of the multinational military force used
is beyond any imaginable classification level. The actual classified memo on very short distribution
mentions only the following:
* Opposition is extraterrestrial and extremely aggressive and unfriendly
* The threat represents a “clear and present danger” and is isolated to the Pacific Basin
* China is forced to carry US responsibility because our own naval capability is sitting in the Persian Gulf
when America is under a very real threat.
* Attempts to seek confirmations or to directly verify these operations will lead to fatal consequences.
ZetaTalk Statement 9/22/2012: This serious article on the Veteran’s Today website shows that this is not
a hoax but is a report on military opinions and actions of both the US and China, incited by increased UFO
activity in the Pacific. UFO activity is increasing everywhere, so why is this newsworthy and considered a
military threat? The UFOs are those used by aliens in the Service-to-Self, in swarms, when they were
forced to vacate an undersea parking lot during plate movement. UFO displays are done, by the Council
of Worlds rules, by aliens in the Service-to-Other. But in a panic, the Service-to-Self (who operate in the
physical 3rd density while on Earth) failed to cloak themselves properly. Thus they burst upward, past
ships in the area, and their actions were considered aggressive.
The military reaction would likely not have happened had those responsible for the cover-up over the alien
presence not been on the defensive lately. The pending announcement over the presence of Planet X in
the solar system is bound to lead to the public questioning the continuing cover-up over the alien
presence. Those responsible for the cover-up have tried to defend themselves in the past, for instance in
the National Geographic documentary When Aliens Attack. Eager to make the point once again at a time
when the cover-up over Planet X is being exposed, these individuals jumped at the opportunity to hit the
press with their alien attack claims.
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